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Abstract
We present a construction for cubic graphs related to the well-known Cayley graphs and
use it to produce new cubic graphs of girths 17, 18, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31 and 32.
c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A simple graph   is cubic provided that every vertex in V ( ), the vertices of  ,
is incident to precisely three vertices in V ( ). The girth, g, of   is the length of a
shortest circuit in  . An elementary calculation shows that
jV ( )j>
{
3 2(g−1)=2 − 2 when g is odd;
2(g=2)+1 − 2 when g is even:
This lower bound on jV ( )j is referred to as the Moore bound and it is met in some
very special cases, for example, when g = 5 the Petersen graph attains the bound. In
fact, as noted in [1], the Moore bound can only be achieved when g 2 f3; 4; 5; 6; 8; 12g.
For a natural number g we denote by
c(g) = minfjV ( )j j  is a cubic graph of girth gg:
Cubic graphs of girth g with c(g) vertices are called g-cages. The only known g-cages
have girth less than 13. For girths 13 and 14, McKay and Myrvold have improved the
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lower bounds for c(g) to 202 and 258, respectively. For a full description of the current
state of aairs with respect to cages, current upper bounds for c(g) and constructions,
we refer the reader to the articles by Biggs [1] and Royle [9]. The purpose of this
article is to describe two situations in which Cayley graphs give rise to cubic graphs
or give graphs that, after some adaptation, give cubic graphs. We use these graphs to
produce new upper bounds for c(g) when g = 17, 18, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,
31 and 32.
2. Graphs related to Cayley graphs
Suppose that G is a group and let X be a subset of G which is closed under
inversion, does not contain the identity and generates G. We call such sets Cayley
subsets of G. Whenever we have a Cayley subset we can construct the Cayley graph
Cay(G; X ) determined by X in G. The vertices of Cay(G; X ) are the elements of G and
a pair of vertices (g1; g2) forms an edge if and only if there is an element x 2 X such
that g1x = g2. In the hunt for small cubic graphs of large girth, from a computational
point of view, Cayley graphs are very attractive. Firstly, group theory packages such
as MAGMA [3] and GAP [10] make the production of the graph straightforward. More
importantly, though, is the fact that the group G operates transitively on the graph by
left multiplication. Thus to determine the girth of the graph it suces to determine
the length of a minimal cycle through any one xed vertex. Of course, we choose the
vertex to be the identity element of the group. Then a minimal cycle just corresponds
to a relation among the generators. Said in this way, we are looking for a set X which
generates G with no short relations.
2.1. Cayley graphs
Plainly in a Cayley graph  =Cay(G; X ) every vertex has degree jX j and so for  
to be cubic we must have jX j= 3. Therefore, there are two possibilities:
Type 1: X = f; ; g where ;  and  are all involutions (elements of order 2).
Type 2: X = f; ; −1g where  is an involution and  is not.
For any group G and Cayley subset X of G, the girth of Cay(G; X ) when X has
Type 1 is at most the order of hx; yi where x and y are distinct elements of X , whereas
when X has Type 2 it is at most the order of . Therefore, we want to consider groups
of small order but with high element orders and then vary X to nd Cay(G; X ) with
the largest possible girth. Thus when searching for cubic Cayley graphs with high
girth the groups that rst spring to mind are the ane groups AGL(1; q), the groups
GL(2; q) and their quotients.
Example 2.1. Suppose that G = AGL(1; 17). Then a Cayley graph of Type 2 in G
with
= (0; 1)(2; 16)(3; 15)(4; 14)(5; 13)(6; 12)(7; 11)(8; 10)
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and
= (1; 3; 9; 10; 13; 5; 15; 11; 16; 14; 8; 7; 4; 12; 2; 6)
gives a cubic graph of girth 13.
Example 2.2. Suppose G6AGL(1; 29) has order 406. Then there is a subset X of G
such that Cay(G; X ) is a cubic graph of girth 14.
The graphs presented in Examples 2.1 and 2.2 are the smallest known graphs of
their respective girths and were discovered by Hoare [7].
An extensive search of the groups PGL(2; q); GL(2; q) for q653 has been performed
by Conder [4] and, at the time, this produced smallest known graphs for girth 17, 18,
23 and 24 (see [1,4]). All Conder’s graphs are of Type 1.
Our contribution to this type of graph is the content of the following observation.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that G is a group; X is a Cayley subset of G and C is an
abelian group. Suppose that Y = fxcx j x 2 X g is a Cayley subset of G  C which
projects to X and assume that Y has at least three elements. If the girth of Cay(G; X )
is g; then the girth of Cay(G  C; Y ) is at most 2g+ 2.
Proof. Suppose that w(X )=1 is a word in X describing a minimal circuit in Cay(G; X ).
Then w(Y ) = d 2 C. Suppose that xcx 2 Y . Then,
w(Y )xcxw(Y )−1(xcx)−1 = dxcxd−1(xcx)−1 = 1
and this gives a non-trivial relation (in elements from Y ) of length at most 2g+ 2 so
long as w(Y ) is not a power of cx or c−1x . Since we have at least three choices for
xcx 2 Y we obtain a circuit in Cay(G  C; Y ) of length at most 2g+ 2.
This lemma shows that there may be some increase of girth when we consider
direct products. It is especially fortunate that direct products with cyclic groups in-
crease the maximal element order in a group with minimal increase in the order of the
group. The remarkable fact that appears to have been overlooked is that the bound
in Lemma 2.3 can be achieved. For example, there is a Cayley graph of Type 2 in
Alt(5) C9 which has girth 12 whereas the maximum girth of any Type 2 graph for
Alt(5) is 5. This observation also leads to the smallest known cubic graph of girth 18.
Example 2.4. Let G = PSL(2; 8) C6. Then with X = f; ; −1g where
= (1; 8)(2; 3)(5; 6)(7; 9)(10; 13)(11; 14)(12; 15)
and
= (1; 6; 9; 5; 7; 2; 3; 4; 8)(10; 15; 14; 13; 12; 11);
Cay(G; X ) has 3024 vertices and girth 18.
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We have checked, using MAGMA, that Cay(G; X ) with G and X as in Example 2.4
has diameter 15 and automorphism group isomorphic to PSL(2; 8) Sym(3) C2.
Using the method of excision described in [1, Section 4], Example 2.4 leads to a
graph with 2978 vertices and this is the smallest known graph of girth 17.
2.2. A graph related to Cayley graphs
Here we modify the Cayley graph construction while still retaining the group action.
As mentioned earlier this allows us to check the girth from any xed vertex.
Suppose that G is a group and X is a Cayley subset of G of Type 2 consisting of
an element  of order 2, an element  of order 3 and its inverse. Let  =Cay(G; X ).
Then the girth of   is 3. We adapt   to a graph B(G; X ) as follows: the vertices of
B(G; X ) are the circuits, T (triangles), of length 3 in   and a pair of vertices (T1; T2)
are incident if and only if one of the vertices of T1 is incident to one of the vertices
of T2 in   by an edge of type . We remark that this construction is a special instance
of what is often called the Schreier coset graph.
Lemma 2.5. Suppose that  =Cay(G; X ) is of type 2 with 3 =1 and has no circuits
of length 4. Then the graph B(G; X ) is a cubic graph with jGj=3 vertices and G acts
transitively on the vertices of B(G; X ).
Proof. Let T be a vertex of B(G; X ). Then T is a triangle in  . Let t1 2 T be a vertex
of  . Then since   is cubic, t1 is incident to the two vertices on T and to exactly one
other. This gives a triangle Tt1 incident to T in B(G; X ). Repeat the procedure for the
vertices t2, t3 2 T and we have two further triangles Tt2 and Tt3 each incident to T in
B and no more. If Tti =Ttj for some fi; jgf1; 2; 3g, then there is a circuit of length 4
in  , which is contrary to our assumption. Thus B(G; X ) is cubic and it obviously has
jGj=3 vertices. We now look at the G-action. We know that a triangle in   consists
of vertices g; gx and gx2 where x 2 f; −1g has order 3. Thus G acts transitively on
B(G; X ). Since incidence in   is preserved by the G-action and incidence in B(G; X ) is
determined by incidence in   we see that G acts as a transitive group of automorphisms
of B(G; X ).
Using this construction we nd the graphs listed as Examples 2.6{2.12 (we follow
the ATLAS [5] conventions in describing group extensions). Each is the smallest known
cubic graph of the given girth. We have included the elements  and  of X which
determine these graphs in the appendix.
Example 2.6. Let G = 2  PSL(2; 23) : 2. Then B(G; X ) is a graph with 8096 vertices
and girth 20.
Example 2.7. Suppose that G=PSL(2; 53)C2: Then B(G; X ) is a graph with 49608
vertices and girth 24. After excision we also get a graph on 49482 vertices with girth 23.
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Example 2.8. Suppose that G = (PSL(2; 25)  7 : 3) : 2. Then B(G; X ) has 109200
vertices and girth 26. Excision gives a graph of girth 25 with 109010 vertices.
Example 2.9. Suppose that G = PSL(2; 83)  C3. Then B(G; X ) has 285852 vertices
and girth 27.
Example 2.10. Suppose that G=PGL(2; 47)Alt(4). Then B(G; X ) has girth 28 and
415104 vertices.
Example 2.11. Suppose that G=PGL(2; 83)Alt(4). Then B(G; X ) has girth 29 and
1143408 vertices.
Example 2.12. Suppose that G=PGL(2; 97)Alt(4). Then B(G; X ) has girth 32 and
3650304 vertices. Excision delivers a graph on 3649794 vertices of girth 31.
We nish our list of graphs with a further example of a graph of girth 18. Unlike
our earlier Cayley graph this graph has diameter 14 and automorphism group
PSL(2; 8) : 3 Sym(3).
Example 2.13. Suppose that G = PSL(2; 8) : 3  Sym(3). Then B(G; X ) has girth 18
and 3024 vertices.
3. Table of smallest cubic graphs with a given girth
We summarise the current state of aairs (April 1999) in Table 1. Recall that the
number of vertices in a cubic graph is always even. So, when g>13, the fact that
the Moore bound cannot be attained implies that c(g) is bounded below by the Moore
bound plus two.
Appendix
Girth 20 G=2PSL(2; 23) : 2. The graph has 8096 vertices and girth 20. The appropriate
generators of G are:
= (1; 27)(2; 13)(4; 47)(5; 28)(6; 24)(7; 38)(8; 11)(10; 20)(12; 41)(14; 31)
(15; 33)(16; 23)(17; 36)(18; 40)(19; 22)(21; 44)(25; 35)(26; 37)(29; 45)
(30; 39)(32; 48)(34; 46)(42; 43)
and
= (1; 8; 14)(2; 9; 30)(3; 35; 44)(4; 29; 32)(5; 39; 28)(6; 22; 7)
(10; 20; 25)(11; 34; 21)(12; 15; 17)(13; 36; 47)(16; 40; 31)
(18; 33; 43)(19; 24; 45)(23; 26; 27)(37; 41; 42)(38; 48; 46):
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Table 1
Girth Moore bound Range of c(g) Reference
3 4 4 K4
4 6 6 K3;3
5 10 10 Petersen
6 14 14 Heawood
7 22 24 McGee
8 30 30 Tutte’s 8-cage
9 46 58 Brinkman=McKay=Saagar
10 62 70 O’Keefe=Wong
11 94 112 McKay=Myrvold
12 126 126 Generalized Hexagon
13 190 202{272 McKay=Myrvold lower bound, Hoare upper bound 2:1
14 254 258{406 Mckay-Hoare 2:2
15 382 384{620 S(31) Biggs and Hoare [2]
16 510 512{990 Biggs, Goldschmidt amalgam type G5 [6]
17 766 768{2978 This article 2.4, 2.13
18 1022 1024{3024 This article 2.4, 2.13
19 1534 1536{4324 H (47) Hoare [8]
20 2046 2048{8096 This article 2.6
21 3070 3072{16112 Excision of S(73)
22 4094 4096{16206 S(73) Biggs and Hoare [2]
23 6142 6144{49482 This article 2.7
24 8190 8192{49608 This article 2.7
25 12286 12288{109010 This article 2.8
26 16382 16384{109200 This article 2.8
27 24574 24576{285852 This article 2.9
28 32766 32768{415104 This article 2.10
29 49150 49152{1143408 This article 2.11
30 65534 65536{1227666 S(313) Biggs and Hoare [2]
31 98302 98304{3649794 This article 2.12
32 131070 131072{3650304 This article 2.12
Girth 24 G = PSL(2; 53)  C2. The graph has 49608 vertices and girth 24. The
appropriate generators of G are:
= (1; 4)(2; 5)(3; 6)(7; 23)(8; 16)(9; 14)(10; 24)(11; 46)(12; 21)(15; 32)(17; 47)
(18; 41)(19; 49)(20; 55)(22; 29)(25; 48)(26; 36)(27; 38)(28; 39)(30; 40)(31; 35)
(33; 60)(34; 51)(37; 44)(42; 56)(43; 59)(45; 54)(50; 58)(52; 57)
and
= (7; 49; 12)(8; 52; 57)(9; 35; 44)(10; 34; 18)(11; 53; 48)(13; 56; 55)(14; 17; 21)
(15; 31; 38)(16; 25; 51)(19; 60; 40)(20; 54; 41)(22; 29; 45)(23; 24; 32)
(26; 50; 42)(27; 33; 30)(28; 36; 37)(39; 43; 46)(47; 59; 58):
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Girth 26 G = (PSL(2; 25) 7 : 3) : 2d = 12(PGL(2; 25) 7 : 6). The graph has 109200
vertices and girth 26. The appropriate generators of G are:
= (2; 7)(3; 6)(4; 5)(8; 18)(9; 20)(10; 17)(11; 12)(13; 32)(14; 29)(15; 31)(16; 25)
(19; 21)(22; 26)(23; 27)(24; 33)(28; 30)
and
= (1; 7; 5)(3; 4; 6)(8; 15; 30)(9; 32; 11)(10; 27; 22)(13; 24; 26)(14; 21; 25)
(16; 29; 31)(18; 23; 20)(19; 33; 28):
Girth 27 G = PSL(2; 83)  C3: The graph has 285852 vertices and girth 27. The
appropriate generators of G are:
= (7; 14)(8; 73)(9; 24)(10; 89)(11; 23)(12; 60)(13; 87)(15; 76)(16; 68)
(17; 25)(18; 40)(19; 64)(20; 26)(21; 43)(22; 31)(27; 67)(28; 74)(29; 79)
(30; 39)(32; 66)(33; 71)(34; 78)(35; 41)(36; 44)(37; 52)(38; 50)(42; 81)
(45; 77)(46; 69)(47; 54)(48; 58)(49; 85)(51; 56)(53; 72)(55; 80)(57; 70)
(59; 62)(61; 63)(65; 90)(75; 88)(82; 84)(83; 86)
and
= (1; 3; 5)(2; 4; 6)(7; 38; 65)(8; 30; 43)(9; 64; 18)(10; 27; 37)(11; 31; 72)
(12; 32; 55)(13; 35; 84)(14; 75; 68)(15; 51; 57)(16; 33; 90)(17; 49; 19)
(20; 80; 42)(21; 66; 40)(22; 87; 61)(23; 85; 47)(24; 78; 26)(25; 63; 34)
(28; 70; 76)(29; 59; 52)(36; 62; 89)(39; 79; 86)(41; 48; 88)(44; 58; 77)
(45; 73; 81)(46; 54; 82)(50; 69; 83)(53; 56; 67)(60; 71; 74):
Girth 28 G = PGL(2; 47)  Alt(4). The graph has 415104 vertices and girth 28. The
appropriate generators of G are:
= (1; 4)(2; 3)(5; 20)(6; 52)(7; 45)(8; 12)(9; 28)(10; 32)(11; 33)(13; 47)
(14; 42)(15; 34)(16; 22)(17; 24)(18; 41)(19; 26)(21; 27)(23; 38)(25; 50)
(29; 49)(30; 44)(31; 35)(36; 46)(37; 39)(43; 48)
and
= (1; 4; 2)(5; 33; 11)(6; 30; 17)(7; 19; 21)(8; 38; 45)(9; 34; 39)(10; 37; 20)
(12; 14; 26)(13; 44; 23)(15; 35; 31)(16; 51; 27)(18; 50; 46)(22; 48; 28)
(24; 42; 47)(25; 36; 43)(29; 32; 41)(40; 49; 52):
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Girth 29 G = PSL(2; 83)Alt(4): The graph has 1143408 vertices and girth 29. The
appropriate generators of G are:
= (1; 3)(2; 4)(5; 6)(7; 42)(8; 73)(9; 69)(10; 62)(11; 43)(12; 36)(13; 32)
(14; 63)(15; 16)(17; 34)(18; 86)(19; 87)(20; 27)(21; 77)(22; 33)(23; 44)
(24; 79)(25; 66)(26; 81)(28; 84)(29; 41)(30; 67)(31; 65)(35; 53)(37; 46)
(38; 75)(39; 80)(40; 74)(45; 48)(47; 55)(49; 51)(50; 58)(52; 70)(54; 56)
(57; 60)(59; 68)(61; 82)(64; 76)(71; 88)(72; 83)(78; 85)
and
= (2; 4; 3)(5; 10; 49)(6; 26; 77)(7; 41; 24)(8; 53; 50)(9; 85; 75)(11; 44; 45)
(12; 78; 80)(13; 28; 60)(14; 23; 81)(15; 71; 69)(16; 19; 62)(17; 31; 66)
(18; 46; 56)(20; 35; 72)(21; 68; 74)(22; 42; 55)(25; 34; 51)(27; 58; 64)
(29; 32; 70)(30; 76; 86)(33; 63; 61)(36; 52; 54)(37; 87; 88)(38; 43; 83)
(39; 57; 47)(40; 82; 79)(48; 59; 67)(65; 73; 84)
Girth 32 G=PGL(2; 97)Alt(4). The graph has 3650304 vertices and girth 32. The
appropriate generators of G are:
= (1; 3)(2; 4)(5; 34)(6; 91)(7; 22)(8; 45)(9; 66)(10; 41)(11; 95)(12; 88)(13; 67)
(14; 80)(15; 19)(16; 17)(18; 68)(20; 30)(21; 26)(23; 31)(24; 61)(25; 71)
(27; 65)(28; 59)(29; 36)(32; 97)(33; 40)(35; 64)(37; 70)(38; 46)(39; 49)
(42; 102)(43; 48)(44; 96)(47; 62)(50; 54)(51; 99)(52; 53)(55; 87)
(56; 100)(57; 79)(58; 72)(60; 101)(63; 76)(69; 86)(73; 92)
(74; 83)(75; 94)(77; 89)(78; 90)(81; 98)(82; 85)(84; 93)
and
= (2; 3; 4)(5; 62; 69)(6; 87; 20)(7; 13; 49)(8; 25; 79)(9; 56; 72)(10; 21; 33)
(11; 19; 38)(12; 52; 44)(14; 39; 30)(15; 43; 81)(16; 97; 83)(17; 85; 29)
(18; 86; 74)(22; 60; 88)(23; 28; 27)(24; 78; 95)(26; 67; 100)(31; 47; 94)
(32; 45; 42)(34; 41; 98)(35; 53; 46)(36; 77; 101)(37; 102; 55)(48; 99; 66)
(50; 68; 57)(51; 91; 59)(54; 90; 96)(58; 71; 61)(64; 89; 73)(65; 84; 92)
(70; 82; 93)(75; 80; 76):
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